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Design is about people.

Architectural design is more
than simply creating a building.
At its core, design is about
people. That’s why RATIO’s
team takes great care to
collaborate with our clients to
create places where people can
connect, heal and thrive.
Learn more about RATIO’s design
approach at RATIOarchitects.com.
Defining Spaces, Creating Places,
Enhancing Community SM

W

hen Indiana University (IU) Health set out to complete
the second phase of the Riley Hospital for Children Simon
Family Tower at IU Health in downtown Indianapolis, they
chose Integrated Project Delivery (IPD), a new approach
designed to speed construction and reduce costs.
By setting up a system in which designers and contractors work side-byside from beginning to end, sharing talents, insights, and profits, IU Health
plans to reduce construction costs; minimize lifecycle operating costs; and
improve patient outcomes, patient and staff satisfaction, and staff efficiency.
Although the $199 million project won’t be finished until October of
next year, the IPD methodology already shows positive results. “If this was
a traditional job, we wouldn’t have started construction yet, and in fact
we’ve been building for a year,” said John Megibben, P.E., LEED-GA, operations vice president for Messer Construction Co., the project’s construction manager. “IPD gets it done a lot faster, a lot cheaper, a lot safer, and the
quality is much better. To me, those are the commodities of construction
and we significantly impact all four areas in a very good way for everyone
involved.”
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Research-Based Innovation

IU Health’s interest in IPD began shortly before this project when they
joined forces with Messer to research the delivery method. The study
concluded that project design and construction costs could be reduced
by five percent through the synergistic application of IPD principles, with
long-term building operation costs lowered even further by the inclusion
of Lean Six Sigma planning of operational processes. The research team
also outlined IPD best practices in a comprehensive implementation guide.
When the time came to complete the Riley Simon Family Tower at IU
Health, IPD made sense. “It was a perfect storm,” said Tim Steigerwald,
LEED-GA, senior vice president, Messer “This was a large enough job, IU
Health had the will, and we had the research to say it would work.”
With the shell and top 3-floors of the 10-story, 675,000 sq.-ft. tower
completed in January 2011, this project will build out the bottom seven
floors, including the emergency department, operating rooms and patient
rooms. The project is built around the four pillars that differentiate IPD
from other construction delivery methods, with lean planning to further
reduce costs.

Difference #1:
Early Involvement of Key Project Participants

IU Health created an RFP based on the implementation guide generated through the research. After reviewing proposals and conducting interviews, they chose HKS Architects because of their national pediatric
and lean planning experience - but they also wanted a local presence in
the design. BSA LifeStructures, a partner in Messer's IPD research, handles
MEP design and Ratio Architects, Inc., the associate architect, manages
the IPD studio and technology, Maregatti Interiors oversees interior design, as they did on phase one of the tower. (Maregatti Interiors merged
with HKS after the project contract was signed.) Cripe Architects + Engineers brought experience in equipment planning, and Messer Harmon (a
joint venture between Messer Construction Co. and Harmon Construction, Inc.) serves as construction manager.
HKS and Messer Harmon worked together to find subs who could contribute to the collaborative environment. “Our PMs were very instrumental in deciding the kind of people they wanted to work side-by-side with,”
said Norman Morgan, Jr., AIA, principal at HKS. “They needed the right
culture and collaborative spirit to be able to work with designers. Not all
subs can do that.”
The team chose Bright Sheet Metal for mechanical and ductwork; Ermco,
Inc., for electrical and North Mechanical Contracting, Inc., for plumbing.

The entire project management team includes about 40 people from the 9 different firms, segmented into cross-functional implementation teams.
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Difference #2:
Multi-Party Agreement Supporting Collaboration

All 9 firms serve as signatories on the project contract, which includes a
shared $5.6 million profit pool.
In deciding profit percentages, IU Health looked at each firm’s financial
statements and cost of doing business. “The IPD process requires everyone
to be a lot more open about their financial picture than anyone had to before,” said Dave Doell, senior project manager, design and construction, at IU
Health. “In the end, it contributes to the team-building because everyone’s
open and honest with each other.”
The contract structure also supports innovation. “We’re certainly accountable for delivering the project in a responsible way, but if little things come
up or a better idea or technology is implemented after the job starts, our
contract allows that kind of flexibility,” Megibben said. “We’re not protecting
a bucket of dollars we had when we bid the job. We can do what needs to
be done in a thoughtful, appropriate manner without finger-pointing at who
owns the issue. The contracting method allows us all to be successful.”

Difference #3:
Multi-Disciplinary Teams Driving
Collaborative Solutions

The collaboration of IPD requires a whole different work set-up, starting
with an executive team that includes a principal from each of the nine signatory firms; the owner’s representative, Jeffrey Sperring, M.D., president and
chief executive officer of Riley Hospital for Children at IU Health; and representatives from Baker & Daniels LLP to provide legal counsel.
The executive team meets monthly. Their decisions must be supported by
all members or otherwise decided by the owner. “So far every decision has
been unanimous,” Steigerwald said. “We’ve worked through in a collaborative
way to get a decision everybody can support.”
The project management team – led by Bernita Beikmann, AIA, associate
principal, HKS; Megibben, representing Messer Harmon and Doell from IU
Health – reports to the executive team.

To facilitate collaboration, Maregatti Interiors set up an onsite studio where
ever yone works in close proximity – the designers, the contractor, and the
subs. Computer work stations and meeting areas encourage a collaborative
spirit. The project’s BIM model is on a server in the studio.
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“Those three people are the real day-to-day leadership of the project,”
Steigerwald said. They’re empowered to make financial, scheduling, and
other daily decisions.
The entire project management team includes about 40 people from
the 9 different firms, segmented into cross-functional implementation
teams.
To facilitate collaboration, Maregatti Interiors set up an onsite studio. “Everyone works side-by-side there – the designers, contractor, and
subs,” Morgan said. “We have computer stations and meeting areas to
help the collaborative spirit and bring users together.”
The project’s BIM model is on a server in the studio. “Having nine
different people with open access to that BIM model is very unique,”
Steigerwald said. “It’s trusting your partners.”
“There hasn’t been an issue,” Morgan added. “With that collaborative
spirit, everyone knows when there’s a change. They’re in the same room
and they’re talking.”
The increased communication does require time to adjust, though.
“What used to be a very clear path of communication is now pretty
fuzzy,” Megibben said. “That’s not necessarily comfortable, but we’re all
learning.”
Input starts at the beginning. “The builders are there as the plans are
developed,” Megibben said. “If there’s a better way to build a mousetrap,
that information is volunteered. We have processes and meetings as we
go along to pull that information out of people.”
The designers also take on non-traditional roles. “We walk through
when work starts as opposed to when it’s finishing,” Beikmann said. “The
goal is to speak up before rework is created.”
That leads to faster, better solutions. For instance, when the owner
requested more visibility from the corridor into patient rooms and the
original design presented construction challenges, Messer Harmon talked
with their trades.
“Within an hour, we were able to redirect and propose a better solution that actually had bottom-line savings,” Megibben said.

Difference #4:
Shared Risk Management Among IPD Team Members

In the IPD environment, everyone shares an increased responsibility for
safety. “On other jobs, if I saw something questionable, I might just mention it at the next meeting; now I’m empowered to say something right
away,” said Ana Pinto-Alexander, principal and director, HKS Maregatti
Interiors.
In traditional delivery models, people might worry about overstepping
their bounds, but with IPD, “If that person gets hurt, the team pays deductibles and costs that affect all of our income,” Steigerwald said.
The structure of the IPD contract puts 100 percent of the profit at risk.
If costs exceed the original budget, a contingency project reserve exists.
“But once the reserve is gone, then we have to eat into the shared profit
pool; once that’s gone, we can’t get it back,” Steigerwald said. However,
for every dollar saved, 50 cents goes to the owner and 50 cents goes to
the profit pool.
But budget matters aren’t the only influences on the profit pool. “Even
if we meet the cost goals of the job, part of our profit can still be lost if
we don’t meet outcomes that the owner wants,” Steigerwald said. These
requirements include operational efficiencies as well as diversity and safety goals.
“The conditions of satisfaction are all measurable goals, so we’ll have
data to tell us if we accomplished something different and better with this
delivery method,” Doell said.

Lean Planning for Better Operations
In addition to the four key differences of IPD, the team uses lean planning to increase operational efficiencies.
First, user teams meet around the layout to talk about their work processes. “We always ask, ‘Why are you doing this?’ ” Pinto-Alexander said.
“ ‘We’ve always done it this way’ is the wrong answer. Maybe they realize
that they hand-deliver supplies because the supply cart was too wide to
go through the door. Why don’t we make the door wider? Tiny little things
save time – and that’s big for everyone.”
The team looks at everything from how to save steps for nurses to setting up supplies so they’re used before their expiration dates.
After the process mapping and planning, the IPD team builds a mock-up
on a vacant floor. With walls made from studs and visqueen plastic sheeting, the mock-up has been dubbed the “plastic hospital.”
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What Makes a Project Right for IPD?
•
•
•
•

Size - Because of overhead associated with setting up an IPD job, “You
wouldn’t want to do it on a $5 million project; you need a minimum
range of $50 to $75 million,” Steigerwald said.
Complexity - The more complex the project, the more beneficial IPD is.
Active owner - With IPD’s shared risk and collaboration, owners must
get more involved and make quicker decisions than in a traditional
project.
Collaborative team - It takes the right culture; not every designer and
contractor will be able to adapt.

After the process mapping and planning, the IPD team builds a mock-up on
a vacant floor. With walls made from studs and visqueen plastic sheeting, the
mock-up has been dubbed the “plastic hospital.”
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“We have old equipment so they can see how they’d take the bed out in an emergency or
whether the view from the nurse’s station works,” Pinto-Alexander explained.
After the physical review, the IPD team adjusts the mock-up design. “User groups go back
after lunch and we’ve already fixed the changes so they can sign off on the final space,” Steigerwald said.
That speed challenges the owner side. “It requires participation from people who normally
take care of patients or manage medical equipment or perform other functions in the hospital,” Doell said. “They have to take time away from their regular jobs. If the process goes
faster, they have to go faster, and there’s no magic way to make that happen.”
The process saves money and time in the long-run, though, as shown in Messer’s research.
“Out of the total lifecycle of a hospital, only three percent is design and construction costs,”
Steigerwald said. “Twelve percent is maintenance and 85 percent is ongoing operation costs.
With an operational workflow analysis, you actually help the customer evaluate how they
operate and design the project based on a more efficient operation. That’s how you really
save that hospital money over the life of the facility.”

Not Your Same Old Project
“One of the biggest misconceptions about IPD is that we’re just going to be more collaborative; we actually have to learn to work differently,” Beikmann said.

To facilitate the new way of thinking, the team
conducts ongoing IPD training for workers at
each level.

“IPD does require extra work,” Steigerwald added. “My team has responsibility to actually think about and contribute
to what the designers are doing, in addition to the normal job a contractor does.
It stretches people.”
That applies to everyone on the job.
For instance, with the drywall and millwork contractors, “We need them to understand that you don’t just run walls the
usual way,” Steigerwald said. “We’ll do
this sequentially as a team so we can do
it the most efficient way. We’ve actually
told contractors, ‘We understand it will
cost you more to do it this way. We’re going to pay you more because it will cost
the total project less.’ ”
To facilitate the new way of thinking,
the team conducts ongoing IPD training
for workers at each level. “When we did
the research, we heard that continuous
education was important, but we didn’t
realize how important,” Steigerwald said.
But the extra work pays off. With the
application of IPD and other cost-saving
measures, Messer Harmon lowered the
original $215 million budget to $199 million. “We thought that by the synergy of
the team we could save dollars – both
real dollar savings and lots of other value-added,” Steigerwald concluded. “The
essence of IPD is this: We’re not going to
optimize an individual contractor’s work
and profit; we’re going to optimize the
total project’s work and profit.”

The study concluded that
project design and construction
costs could be reduced by five
percent through the synergistic
application of IPD principles,
with long-term building operation
costs lowered even fur ther
by the inclusion of Lean Six
Sigma planning of operational
processes.
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“Exploring IPD is par t of our ongoing commitment to bring cost effective, preeminent health care to the people of
Indiana.”
Dave Doell, senior project manager, design and construction, at IU Health

“We’re proud to be a par t of this trailblazing project with IU Health. For the right project, IPD can achieve incredible
ROI for owners and project par tners.
Tim Steigerwald, LEED-GA, senior vice president, Messer Construction Co.

“IPD brings a spirit of collaboration and accountability to the team, as well as adding value to the client.”
Ana Pinto-Alexander, principal and director, HKS Maregatti Interiors

"Open and honest communication between all par ties involved has been has really created a truly integrated approach
of how to develop the best value and project for IU and Riley hospital for children."
Norman Morgan, Jr., AIA, principal at HKS

"The IPD process has broadened the way we work and think about designing projects. I have been ver y satisfied
with what the project team has accomplished, especially in terms of the building's energy efficiency and the coordination of the design with the maintenance staff."
Mike Castor, managing director at BSA LifeStructures

“Harmon Construction is pleased to be a par t of a new approach to healthcare design and deliver y with IU Health.”
Steve Stillinger, Harmon project executive
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> Industry News
The Hagerman Group Named 2012 Contractor of the Year
INDIANAPOLIS – The Hagerman Group was named 2012 Contractor of the Year by
Top Notch of Indiana at the organization’s recent annual awards ceremony.
The Top Notch Standards of Excellence program recognized Hagerman not only for
continually setting the highest standards in the industry, but more specifically for the reengineering of their firm, by developing nine core values that are used as decision-making
barometers.
“The Hagerman Group impressed the panel of judges in several areas, including their
commitment to ensuring they leave behind an investment in each community in which they
work, and a commitment to fostering stronger partnerships with their subcontractors,”
said Michelle Boyd, executive director, Top Notch of Indiana. “Additionally, The Hagerman
Group fosters a true educational spirit within its ranks, and emphasizes a clear commitment to corporate citizenship throughout the entire organization.”

Michelle Boyd, executive director, Top Notch Indiana and
Jeff Hagerman, president, the Hagerman Group.

RJE Business Interiors Announces Exclusive Partnership with
Green and Sustainable Canadian Company DIRTT

INDIANAPOLIS
– RJE
E MASTHEAD
5/29/12 1:22
PM Business
Page 1

Interiors, announced it is the exclusive Indiana provider and partner for DIRTT (Doing It Right This Time) architectural
solutions, a Canadian-based company manufacturing green and sustainable architectural walls that are some of the most innovative in the industry today.
Annie Caruso named DIRTT Champion
Caruso has worked with RJE since 2011. She previously was in industrial tool
sales for Apex Tool Group, and worked in product development and sales for
3form Inc., in Salt Lake City. She graduated from Florida State University and is
involved in IndyCrew and a member of the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation, Indiana
Chapter.
About DIRTT
DIRTT, based in Canada, supplies metal, glass, fabric, painted surfaces, and/or
wood veneer (or a combination of) office
architectural wall components. DIRTT architectural solutions also include electrical and data systems as well as the Breathe
plan wall for interior plantscapes. These
products are customizable and designed
using the ICETM Intelligent 3-D design
software system. ICE allows the clients
to create office space while seeing the
budget in real time.

Using ICE with DIRTT
During the planning
process, clients work
with RJE professionals
to view three computer
screens that show plan
view, 3-D rendering and
pricing. Any update or
change to the plan is reflected in real-time on all
three screens. Another
component to ICE software is the IceBerg cost
comparative tool, which equates traditional construction to the customized
DIRTT plan. This tool provides a bias-free analysis of the costs associated with
traditional office build out to a DIRTT plan.
DIRTT is Green
DIRTT as a company and as a product line, focuses on sustainability. The
entire system is designed to adjust, expand, contract and be repurposed. The
wall tiles can be switched out, transformed and reused. The wall cavities are
accessible for changes to power and data needs. All walls incorporate recycled
denim in lieu of standard insulation, reaching higher STC ratings, while maintaining DIRTT’s green initiatives. There is no construction damage, destruction
or mess during installations.

RJE president Dennis Sponsel and
DIRTT Champion Annie Caruso
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> Industry News
Meyer Najem Construction Celebrates 25th Anniversary
FISHERS, Ind. – Meyer Najem began 25 years ago with the goal of providing
their clients with an outstanding construction experience. Their foundation is
based upon establishing trust and exceeding the expectations of their clients. This
has been the catalyst for their growth over the first 25 years of business. While
these efforts have provided them with many awards, such as the Fishers Chamber of Commerce “Pillar Award Business of the Year” and multiple “Top Workplace”
awards, it has also created a spirit and deep commitment to their community and
employees.
“At Meyer Najem, we build more than buildings – we build relationships. Our
driving motivator is to provide market differentiation. In order to accomplish
this, we knew that a motivated and rewarded workforce was absolutely crucial.
Our commitment to serving our employees goes hand in hand with our desire to
provide our clients with an exceptional experience as their contractor, construction manager or design/builder,” says Sam Mishelow, executive vice president.
Meyer Najem continues to invest in education and training to evolve with the
advancing technology and innovation taking place in the industry. Developing
as well as providing “green building” technology solutions continues to be an
important initiative in their future. Technology, project delivery execution, and
timely communication will become increasingly important, driving innovation and Meyer Najem's executive vice president Sam Mishelow addresses a recent
gathering celebrating the company’s 25th anniversar y.
continuous improvement.

A & M Door Employee Receives MICCS
Outstanding Craftsperson Award,
Reflect Quality of Growing Company
INDIANAPOLIS – Jerry Esposito with A &
M Door, Inc. received the Outstanding Craftsperson Award from the Metro Indianapolis
Coalition for Construction Safety (MICCS).
A & M Door, Inc. is an automatic and manual
door company established in January 2006 and is
a certified WBE company.
“Jerry is always watching his workspace to
make sure it is safe for customers and clients
coming through the door area and free from unnecessary debris,” says company spokeswoman
Kimberly Wilson. “He is also concerned about
his own safety and uses his PPE as necessary.
Jerry keeps his work truck, his clothing and his
work area neat and clutter free. He believes being organized with his tools and parts storage on
his truck help with performance and efficiency
on the job site. What Jerry does comes so naturally, you don’t realize that safety is a big part of
Jerr y Esposito
his routine.”
A & M Door, Inc. understood the importance of safety from the very beginning and established a safety program. The employees know the importance
of good housekeeping, safety at work and home, and their extracurricular
activities. They are rewarded for their safety record yearly. The company has
weekly tool box talks and monthly safety meetings.
The president of the company has stated that Esposito’s
attitude and work ethic is outstanding. “You know you made
the right choice when customers make a service request
and mention the tech by name,” he says. “We get positive
feedback on a regular basis from our customers regarding his professionalism in both technical and communication skills. Jerry’s attention to detail, technical skills, clerical
skills, communication skills, and the ability to think outside
the box, makes Jerry a most valuable and injury free employee.”
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> Industry News
CityWay Celebrates Topping-Out Milestone
INDIANAPOLIS – CityWay, a transformative new 14-acre neighborhood
in the heart of Downtown Indianapolis, celebrated a major construction milestone recently as project stakeholders, city officials, local businesses and the
on-site construction team gathered at the project site for a formal topping-out
ceremony. The ceremony signifies a major completion milestone in the project,
as the highest beam was placed atop The Alexander - a 209-room luxury art
hotel.
Buckingham Companies, CityWay’s developer, expects the first of the neighborhood’s 250 luxury apartments to open in October, with The Alexander and
retail anchor Cerulean Restaurant to open in December.
CityWay is the first master-planned neighborhood in Indianapolis’ central
business district and creates a dynamic new destination neighborhood in the
city where people can live, work and play.
“This milestone celebrates outstanding construction progress to date and
the strong collaboration between all of the partners involved in this transformative project,” said Brad Chambers, president and CEO of Buckingham

Companies. “We are on track to deliver an exceptional new neighborhood asset to the city that is dynamic, state-of-the art and well-designed for all – our
residents, hotel guests, shoppers, diners and visitors.”
“This new neighborhood community coming to life in Downtown Indianapolis is both culturally significant and of great economic benefit to our city,” said
mayor Greg Ballard. “New jobs, sustainable building and lifestyle elements,
and a unique art program partnership with the Indianapolis Museum of Art are
a few aspects of this project creating another point of pride for Indianapolis.”
CityWay is situated in an area north of South Street between Delaware
Street and Virginia Avenue, and it bridges the heart of Downtown Indianapolis
with many of the city’s most important corporate campuses, including Eli Lilly
& Company, Wellpoint, Indiana Farm Bureau and Rolls-Royce.

The highest beam of The Alexander - a 209-room luxur y ar t hotel, begins its
ascent.

Project dignitaries stand behind the signed beam. Left to right:
Brian Sullivan, managing partner of Shiel Sexton; Tamara Zahn, president of
Indianapolis Downtown, Inc .; Barry Goldstein, chief revenue officer of Dolce Hotels
and Resorts; Indianapolis mayor Greg Ballard; Brad Chambers, president/CEO
of Buckingham Companies and Steve Van Soelen, advisor, strategic real estate,
Eli Lilly & Company.

The crowd watches as the ceremonial beam is placed atop The Alexander hotel.

The signed beam rises to the top of The Alexander hotel.

Indianapolis mayor Greg Ballard speaks during the topping out
ceremony of CityWay.

CityWay celebrates a major construction milestone
as the highest beam is placed.
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> Industry News
Top Notch of Indiana Holds Statewide Construction Awards Program
INDIANAPOLIS – Top Notch of Indiana held its third annual Standards of
Excellence Awards program honoring a select group of organizations that have
earned the highest level of distinction over the past year in Indiana’s union
construction industry. The awards program and luncheon took place at the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway in conjunction with pre-Indy 500 race festivities.
Nearly 600 guests attended the event, including a wide variety of professional tradesmen, contractors, construction users, political officials and civic
leaders from around the state. The awards program was hosted by Gerry
Dick of Inside Indiana Business. Special remarks were made by former mayor
of Indianapolis Bill Hudnut, currently a faculty member at Georgetown University and a Senior Fellow Emeritus at the Urban Land Institute.
Awards were presented in four categories to the following organizations:
Training Excellence Award, IBEW Local 481 Indianapolis Electrical Training
Institute; Union of the Year Award, Sheet Metal Workers Local 20; Contractor of the Year Award, The Hagerman Group; Labor/Management Foundation
Award, Ryan Fire Protection and Sprinkler Fitters Local 669.
“From the diverse attendees to the networking events that followed, our

awards program was a great day for Top Notch and our industry.” said Michelle Boyd, executive director of Top Notch and organizer of the awards
program. “Most importantly, our 2012 award recipients were ideal representatives of the excellence that exists in the union construction industry.”
The awards program mirrors the Top Notch Standards of Excellence, which
were created by Top Notch of Indiana and adopted by union tradesmen and
contractors across the state. These standards cover such industry areas as
training, continuing education, safety, productivity, economic development and
user/owner satisfaction.
Awards for 2012 were decided upon by a distinguished panel of judges including: Thomas Snyder, Ivy Tech Community College; Matt Gutwein,
Health & Hospital Corporation of Marion County; Thomas Morrison, Indiana
University; Jim Schellinger, CSO Architects and Lewie Wallace, Purdue
University.
For more information on the Top Notch Standards of Excellence Awards
Program, visit www.topnotch.org.

Top Notch Contractor of the Year - The Hagerman Group.
Top Notch Union of the Year - Trent
Todd and Jason Benson from Sheet
Metal Workers Local 20.

Top Notch Labor Management Foundation Award - Dan Ryan with Ryan
Fire Protection and Brian Fisher with Sprinkler Fitters Local 669.

Trevor Osborn, Jobsite Supply (from left); Kent Burget, Safety Management Group; John Abbott, Circle B Construction; Mark Moran, Circle B
Construction and Greg Delegrrange, Hagerman Construction.

Top Notch Training Excellence Award
- Indianapolis Electrical Training
Institute.

Former mayor of Indianapolis Bill
Hudnut (Keynote speaker) and Michelle
Boyd, Top Notch.

Stephanie Torr (left) and Stacy Neil with The
Hagerman Group enjoying the garage at the
track.

The Colts Cheerleaders were on-hand to
sign autographs.

Representatives from the Carpenter
Regional Council attend the event.
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> Association News
Roof Walk Tour Provides Unique Look at
GSA Entry into Solar Power
INDIANAPOLIS – The Electric League of Indiana (ELI) held a roof walk
tour at the Major General Emmett J. Bean Federal Center. Attendees learned
what led the GSA to make the important decision to go “solar” and how it
changed the culture of their workplace and reduced their energy consumption. A presentation was given by Andre Grocox, project manager at ERMCO
Green Energy Group. ERMCO served as the prime electrical contractor on the
project.

ELI conducted a roof walk tour at the
Bean Federal Center.

GSA’s decision to go solar has change workplace culture for the
building’s occupants.

What you don’t know about Fireprotection
can hurt you AND cost you!
Join us for our “Hands-on-Training” & “Lunch & Learn” series.
Learn About:
Sprinklers.
Hands-on-presentation at our State of the Art Sprinkler Lab.
How wet, dry, and pre-action systems operate.
Fundamental training about fire pumps.

Who can benefit from

this demonstration?
Architects
Engineers
Building Owners
Maintenance Technicians
Insurance Authorities
Fire Department Personnel
Code Enforcement Officials
General Contractors
Construction Managers

Register for this free lunch
and learn presentation
at ryanfp.com,
or give us a call today!

800.409.7606

ERMCO Green Energy Group project manager Andre Grocox makes a
presentation to members of ELI about the
Federal Government’s conversion to solar.
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> Association News
Indianapolis Chapter, SMPS Meeting Takes
Hard Hat Tour of IU Health Neuroscience

Indiana Subcontractors Discuss
Sustainable Building Practices

INDIANAPOLIS – The Society for Marketing Professional Services
(SMPS) held a hardhat tour at the IU Health Neuroscience Center. F.A Wilhelm sponsored the tour and Jeremy Ayres, project manager for Wilhelm
lead the participants through the 270,000-sq.-ft. state-of-the-art medical office
building. The new $120 million facility will include a parking garage, imaging
building and ambulatory care. It is expected to open next month and the research facility is scheduled to open in 2013.

INDIANAPOLIS – The Indiana Subcontractors Association (ISA) held an
educational event, featured speakers included Heather Zeto, president of
Platinum Earth and Shawn Doorhy, partner at Feagre Baker Daniels.
Attendees gained insight on sustainable building practices, legal aspects of
“green” and on what LEED certification means to a construction company.

Local NAWIC Member Wins
National Hand Drafting Competition
INDIANAPOLIS – The winner of the Indiana NAWIC Chapter hand drafting competition Cassandra Schultheis, has also won
the national hand drafting competition. After
winning the Indiana NAWIC event, Schultheis
participated in the NAWIC Region 4 competition which included participants from Michigan,
Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky and West Virginia.
Schultheis’ victory marks the third time in recent years that an Indiana NAWIC winner has
claimed the national prize. Schultheis presented
her project at a dinner meeting recently during
which the Indiana NAWIC Chapter celebrated
its 52nd anniversary.
Cassandra Schultheis

Construction Specifications Institute Holds
24th Annual Golf Outing
NAWIC - IPD Panel Discussion
INDIANAPOLIS - National Association for Women in Construction
(NAWIC) Indiana Chapter held an informative panel discussion on Integrated Project Delivery (IPD). Members of NAWIC and guests filled the room
to hear discussion on the pros and cons of the delivery system. Moderated
by Joe Leone, Drewry Simmons Vornehm, LLP, the panel consisted of
David Doell, IU Health; Mike Castor, BSA LifeStructures; Shiv O’Neil
with Faegre Baker Daniels and Andy Litke with Messer Construction.

INDIANAPOLIS – The Indianapolis Chapter, Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) held the organization’s 24th annual golf outing at the
Golf Club of Indiana. All proceeds from the outing will be given to the Bud
Reed scholarship trust fund.

Chris Hughes: Majestic Block and
Brick, Jeff Johnson: Lehigh Cement,
Scott Knol: Builders Concrete and
Don Purdy: Purdy Masonr y.

Tom Morris: HPB Haydite, David St.
John: Applied Engineering Services, Steve
Hanscom: American Structurepoint and
Rob Parsons: Mid Continental
Restorations.

Joe Berding: Essroc , Drew Bilger :
Edgewood, Andrew Lough: BSA and
Br yan Sander : BSA.

Steve Savoie: Schmidt Associates, Ken
Cook: Ingersol Rand, Alber t Radomski:
Rowland Design and Kevin Morgan:
Ingersol Rand.
Continued on page 14 »
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Pete Kerfoot: Curley Brothers,
Jay Molenhouse: General Shale and
Stacy Smith: CSE Quality Masonr y

David Gloriosa: Ingersol Rand, Brad
Brown: BSA, Gene Schuler : BSA and
CB Neudecker : BSA

Ron Ewing: Schmidt Associates, Scott
Straton: Ingersol Rand, Brian Hostetler :
Ingersol Rand and
Greg Miller : Arc Design

Jim Williamson, Allison Seninger,
Phil McMullan and Andy Meiring all from
Thermo-Scan Inspections

Doug Moschel: Louisville Tile,
John Blakley, Jack Blakley: Blakley's and
Shane Mann: Blakley's

Jason Stephens: Architectural Brick and
Tile, Matt Adamson: Laticrete,
Karl Pfeffer : BSA and Mike Boyle:
Boyle Construction

Matt Maier : Edgewood, Adam Chester :
American Structurepoint,
Dan McCloskey: American Structurepoint
and Don Flanner y: Masonr y by Mohler

Patrick Allen: Laticrete, Bob Pandoli:
Master Carpet and Tile, Scott Sigler :
Laticrete and Pete Gibbons: Laticrete

Yves Legoff: Nor thfield Block Co., Mike
Shanley: Forms and Surfaces, Richard
Simon: Louisville Tile and Scott Perez:
Ar theon Consulting

Tony Dargo: Eastern Engineering, Thor
Redstone: Cives Steel, Kevin Blankenship:
Cardinal Contractor and Mike Worley:
Eastern Engineering

Tony Dargo: Eastern Engineering,
Thor Redstone: Cives Steel,
Kevin Blankenship: Cardinal Contractor
and Mike Worley: Eastern Engineering
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BUILDING PERMIT & VARIANCE SERVICES
Parking lots
Structural
Roofing
ILP
Garages

CONTACT US TODAY!

Signs
ROWs
Excavating
Dumpsters
Rezoning/Land Use

Additions/Remodels
Sewer & Septic
Wreckage
Code Determination
Petition Assistance

A-1 Expeditors, Inc.
317-695-3514 - nancy@a1expeditors.com

Reliant so you’re always compliant!
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ACEC Annual Scholarship Golf Outing
INDIANAPOLIS – The American Council of Engineering Companies
(ACEC) held its 13th annual golf outing. More than 100 members and associates gathered to raise money for the scholarship fund. This year $15,000 was

given to 4 students, including 3 from Purdue University who were there to receive their scholarship awards: Wayne Bunnell, Mark Shebeck and Jessica
Muhlenkamp.

Group #7 - Bill Bailey, Jason Frank,
Adam Burns

Group #15 - Jamie Dillard, Steve Nielson,
Jay Thorne, Dave Kiesel

Group #6A - Infrastructure Engineering,
Inc .: Craig Rogers, Dustin Quincy, Clint
Ferguson

Group #5 - Dan Rogers,
Kur t Fowerbaugh, Larr y Canterbur y

Group #4A - Berardin, Lochmueller and
Associates: Carl Camacho, Keith
Lochmueller, Roger Stethens, Mike Hinton

Group #4B - Commonwealth Enrineers:
Eric Everett, Mark Sullivan, Josh Harner,
Mark Downey

Group #3A - David Mohler, Zach Wolf,
Andrew Hall, Bill Butz

Group #3B - Ted Andrews, Atif Baloch,
Tony Hinkle, Jeff Lazzell

Group #2B - John Drics, Jeff Drake, Scott
Sondles, Mark Jacob

Group #2A - Ron Baker, Glenn Alkire,
Harr y Fox, Mark Westphal

Group #1A - Dave Vorndran, Steve
Smar t, Jim Trachtman, Jim Kliebhan

Group #1B - Shari Hinds, Jim Loew, Mark
Schepers, Doug Valmore
Continued on back cover »
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Group #18 - John Farrar, Bill Chappell,
Scott Hornsby

Group #17B - Mark young, Charlie
Holland, Beth Hillen, Dave Andrewski

Group #17A - Aaron Morgan,
Dick Christian, Sanjay Patel, Jim Fulwider

Group #16 - Keith Kelsey, Rick Kocherha,
Steve Goddard, Bob Holden

Group #15 - Andrew Fishburn, Dave
Heldman

Group #14A - Dan Kover t, Kyle Pearl,
Greg Quebe, Ben Deichmann

Group #14B - Ken Beache, John Williams,
Andrew Loehr, Rick Olson

Group #13 - Bob Waples, Jeff Sheridan,
Jim Crondall, Mike Keeven

Group #12B - Mike Mang,
Ben Kimmerling, Tim Higgins, Andy Toth

Group #11 - Butler Fairman Seufer t:
Dave Lahey, Gar y Pohl, Brad Watson,
Mike Smith

Group #11B - Quincy Cunningham, Brad
Battin, Phil Kuntz, Scott Noyer

Group #10A - Jim Miller, Joe G., Justin
Edwards, Chris Tull

Group #10B - Sam Reed,
Andrew Curgino, Terr y Lee, Ken McComb

Group #9 - Brad McCall, Chris Pope, Bill
Hall, Brian Alfredson

Group #8 - Eric Morse, Brian Crump,
Pat Long, Mike Byers
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Fashion Meets

Sustainability

Indiana Chapter, International Interior Design Association Hosts
Recycled Materials Fashion Show

T
Product News BE 8

his was the first year for the Indiana Chapter of IIDA (International
Interior Design Association) to host
an Avant GARB fashion show. This
was no ordinary fashion show; with over 300
in attendance; this unique showcase of clothing designs created from commercial interior
materials took fashion to a whole new level.
Seventeen amazingly crafted looks graced the
runway to be judged on their sustainability, innovation and creativity.
AVANT GARB: Indiana Chapter, IIDA
hosted its first fashion show in which
recycled materials are used to develop outfits worn by models. The show
and silent auction raised $1,266 for
Keep Indianapolis Beautiful.

Association News BE 9

With the use of materials like wood paneling, leather, metal, canvas, carpet, wall covering, vinyl flooring and chair
parts, these garments where anything but average. Themes varied and covered a broad range of high fashions styles
including beautiful ball gowns, short party dresses, pant suits and retro flashbacks.
Teams were encouraged to put their own conceptual spin on this year's theme: ‘Sustain-a-ball: Fashion, Design &
Sustainability Collide' for the runway extravaganza. Teams chose an inspiration from nature as a basis for their garment design.
The fashion show was both a benefit for Keep Indianapolis Beautiful and a competition among design teams. Judging
the designs where: Lanae Monique Stovall, fashion designer and president of Lanae Monique Designs; Angie Hamilton
Mason, vice president of marketing at Pac-Van, Inc.; David Harmon, territory sales manager for Inpro Corporation;
Stephen L. Taylor, president of Stephen Taylor
Designs, Inc. and partner in Taylor, Meek & Associates; Alpha Blackburn, president and CEO
or Blackburn Architects; and Le Wang, director of operations for Midwest Fashion Week
and business consultant.

Permit # 737
Lebanon Junction, KY

c h an g e service req uest ed

Entr y submitted by Rowland Design

AC P
1 2 0 0 S o u t h M a d i s o n Av e S u i t e LL2 0
Indianapolis, Indiana 46225

U.S. Postage
PAID

Presorted Standard
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Most Sustainable: Team Mitsch Design and their Sponsor was The Mohawk Group. The beautiful model was Deborah Nemeth. Notice the bodice is
constructed of planked vinyl flooring and plush yellow carpet crowned with a
feminine sweetheart neckline. Deborah’s belt was embellished with teal, yellow and purple glass tile. The belt flows to a skirt constructed of blooms of
carpet backing made of recycled bottles.

Most Innovative: Team OfficeWorks and their sponsor was Herman Miller. Mallery South graced the runway with a discarded Aeron Chair back that
was repurposed as a fabulous detail to her gown. The fabric was Lyris 75
percent Copolyester, 25 percent Polyester material. The team even managed
to reuse the packaging materials to stuff and fluff the pedals in the back of
the gown.

Judges Alpha Blackburn and Stephen Taylor

Page BE 2
Most Creative: Team Bohemedesign and their sponsor was DesignTex.
Model Kathleen Lemaster had the most creative outfit of the evening. The
design utilizes several natural materials like wood, leather and feathers. The
main bodice, back & front of the gown was made from wallcovering comprised
of wood from sustainable forests. The removable skirt is comprised of drapery, recycled polyester, and yarns which are comprised of materials from used
soda and water bottles.

Best Student Design: Team The Art Institute of Indianapolis and their
sponsor was MDC Wallcoverings. This team created a “windswept” inspired
garment created with products from MDC Wallcovering. They used a non-PVC
line of wallcovering and incorporated a backing made from recycled bottles

MDC Wallcoverings model Amber Hernandez
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Susan Benford (from left), Donna Miller, April McClurg and Cathy Watkins

Entr y submitted by A2SO4, Odle McGuire Shook, KrM, Lamson &
Condon Architecture and Synthesis

From left: IIDA Executive Vice President & CEO Cher yl Durst (emcee),
Jessica Mar tin of MDC Wallcovering (co-chair)
and Laura Conlon of Modern Surfaces (co-chair).

Entr y submitted by Fanny Howey

Joy Widener (right) with model Karissa Voreis

Entr y submitted by BSA LifeStructures

E
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Experts Weigh in on Tornado Forecasting, Building Codes and the
Importance of a Strong Roof
TAMPA, Fla. – “Tornadoes: Preparedness and Strong Construction Choices
Can Save Lives” is the lead story in the spring issue of Disaster Safety Review,
an Insurance Institute for Business & Home Safety (IBHS) publication.
This feature article discusses the importance of early preparation and selecting the right building materials to make structures more resistant to tornadoes and includes commentary by IBHS experts on tornado forecasting.
“The U.S. experienced a significant increase in tornado activity during 2011,
and that trend continued into the first quarter of 2012, even though peak tornado season does not normally begin until May,” said Julie Rochman, IBHS
president and CEO.
For both home and business owners, the roof should be a primary focus
when it comes to preparing for, and protecting against, a variety of wind events,
because the roof is the piece of their building most likely to be damaged. The
IBHS article titled “The Year of the Roof ” discusses why and how strengthening
roofs is a fast-track to significantly reducing property losses, and how IBHS is
analyzing and alerting various audiences to improvements in new and existing
roofing systems.
“Virtually every part of this country is at risk from high-wind weather events,
such as thunderstorms, hurricanes, tornadoes, straight-line windstorms and
wildfires – all of which impact roofs in ways that can lead to destruction of
an entire structure,” Rochman said. “As a result, IBHS is aggressively promoting affordable ways to strengthen roofs when building a new house or when
repairing
or replacing
a roof
MASTHEAD
5/29/12
1:22 PM
Pagedue
1 to age, or after a disaster.”

Benedict Promoted to Partner at MKM
FORT WAYNE, Ind. – Architecture, planning
and interior design firm Morrison Kattman
Menze, Inc. (MKM) announced that Zachary
Benedict, AIA, LEED AP, has been promoted
to Partner. Benedict received his Master of Architecture degree from Ball State University and
is a registered architect.
Since joining MKM in 2005, Benedict has managed numerous award-winning projects and has
also led many of the firm’s research efforts. He
has lectured regionally and nationally, including
serving as closing keynote at the Environments
for Aging national conference in Atlanta, Ga. and
recently at the Neighborhood USA National
Conference in Indianapolis.

Zachar y Benedict

With hurricane season right around the corner, the new issue of Disaster
Safety Review contains an overview of IBHS’ “Rating the States: A Roadmap
for Establishing Better Building Standards,” study. This report offers a summary
analysis of the building code systems in the 18 states along the hurricaneprone Gulf and Atlantic Coasts. This first-of-its-kind report assesses individual
state performance based on three factors: 1) code adoption and enforcement;
2) code official training and certification; and, 3) licensing requirements for
construction trades.
“Throughout 2012, IBHS will undertake a
variety of initiatives aimed at focusing public
attention on solutions to improve the quality of new and existing construction,” Rochman said, “and we look forward to sharing
the results of those initiatives in future issues of Disaster Safety Review.”

Enviro-Max Design/Build HVAC
Providing Energy Efficient Turnkey Services
for Regal-Beloit
INDIANAPOLIS – Regal-Beloit is opening its newest 376,000 sq.-ft. facility in the Browning/Duke Realty-owned AllPoints Midwest industrial park
in Plainfield, Ind.. Regal-Beloit chose Enviro-Max, Inc. for the design/build
HVAC services for this project.
Enviro-Mas is providing a highly energy efficient turnkey HVAC solution to
meet the expectations of their partner, Regal-Beloit. In addition to design/
build HVAC, Enviro-Max is implementing building energy modeling services.
Enviro-Max uses an advanced energy design system to accommodate energy
efficient and sustainable projects.
Enviro-Max is currently in the design phase of the process; expected completion is fall 2012. Once finished, the project will meet LEED Silver standards,
which provides building owners with a framework for measuring green building design, construction, operations and maintenance solutions.
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BSA LifeStructures Continues Growth, Adds Professionals in Three Markets
INDIANAPOLIS – BSA LifeStructures, announced the company has added design professionals in three cities, continuing a growth pattern that has
brought 55 new employees to the firm in the past year.
Steve Brown joined the firm as Director of Controls Design and Integrated
Technology in Chicago, Carrie McGovern as senior interior designer in Indianapolis, Mike McAdon as senior electrical design engineer in St. Louis and
Bob Werstler as project manager in Indianapolis.
In his new role, Brown will be the firm’s advocate for integrating information systems, building automation, access control, nurse call systems and other
technologies to enhance each system’s capabilities and make them accessible
from a single user-interface platform.
McGovern joins the firm’s recently expanded interior design services department. McGovern has extensive experience using evidence-based design
principles to calculate the impact materials and furniture have on safety, cost
and patient outcomes.
McAdon brings to BSA LifeStructures more than 20 years of experience as
an electrical engineer, 10 of those coming in the healing and learning markets.

McAdon will seek energy-efficient and sustainable solutions to engineering
design and implementation in BSA LifeStructures projects.
Werstler will combine his leadership skills and international design experience to coordinate some of BSA LifeStructures international projects.
“BSA LifeStructures has continued to stay focused on client service and
client priorities. The fact that we’ve continued to grow in a difficult market
shows the power of collaborating with visionary clients dedicated to innovation and value-based design,” said BSA LifeStructures president Keith Smith.

Steve Brown

Pinkerton Named Manager of Safety and
Training for RL Turner
ZIONSVILLE, Ind. – RL Turner is excited to
announce the promotion of Kenny Pinkerton
as the manager of safety and training.
Pinkerton has more than 30 years construction experience and has been employed with RL Turner
since 1995.

Kenny Pinker ton

Carrie McGovern

Sensory Technologies Chosen As the IT
Services Excellence and Innovation
Techpoint Mira Award Winner
INDIANAPOLIS – Sensory Technologies won highest honors for its IT
Services Excellence & Innovation at the 13th annual Mira Awards gala presented by BKD CPAs & Advisors. The judges chose Sensory Technologies as the
winner in this category because of its achievements creating innovative and
creative solutions to previously unsolvable problems in health care, security
and other complex technology applications. Sensory Technologies' numerous
immersive, collaborative solutions impressed the judges by their exceptional,
measurable results and significant return on investment.
“Sensory Technologies is proud to have been a part of Indiana’s technology growth and sustainment in recent years,” notes managing principal Anne
Sellers. “To be acknowledged for our innovation and excellence by leaders
within our industry – especially among such noteworthy competition - is quite
an honor.”
TechPoint’s Mira Awards seek to advance Indiana’s tech sector by focusing
attention on the key role technology plays in Indiana’s economy. Further, by
identifying and recognizing excellence and innovation, they hope to spark
more of it for Indiana’s future. Sensory Technologies was selected from the
largest nominee class in award history.

Contact Cara Thomas to adver tise at
317-483-4171
cthomas@buildingex.com
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Firestone Honors Indianapolis Company with Two Distinguished Roofing Industry Awards
INDIANAPOLIS – Holland Roofing of Indianapolis Inc. has been recognized by Firestone Building Products Company, LLC with the 2012
Firestone Master Contractor Award. From a network of more than 3,000 Firestone-licensed roofing contractors, the firm is among the top 256 commercial
roofing contractors to be honored for high-quality roofing system installation
and outstanding service. Among the award winners, this firm is one of 170 to
also earn the Firestone Inner Circle of Quality Award for preserving a high
standard of quality execution.
“Contracting a Firestone Master Contractor provides building owners and
roof consultants with the assurance that their roofing project will be completed with great skill and expertise,” said Tim Dunn, president of Firestone
Building Products. “Firestone congratulates Holland Roofing of Indianapolis

Inc. for delivering quality craftsmanship, exceptional client service and superior products and solutions. Throughout this past year, this firm consistently
met and exceeded high commercial building standards and demonstrated dedication that merits both the Master Contractor and Inner Circle of Quality
Awards.”
Celebrating its 25th year, the Master Contractor program has commended
notable roofing firms for attaining Firestone’s high level of standards, which
are based on total square footage installed and outstanding inspection ratings.
In addition, the Inner Circle of Quality Award identifies Master Contractors
throughout the U.S., Canada and Mexico who were committed to Firestone’s
level of installation excellence, exhibited the utmost professionalism and provided first-class customer service.

Local Designer is Finalist in
National Design Competition
FORT WAYNE, Ind. – One Eleven Design has announced that
Katie Henry has been chosen as one of four finalists in the Mannington
Carpet 2012 tx:style Design Challenge. Out of 350 nation-wide submissions,
only four were selected by Mannington Carpet based on the following criteria
– creativity, aesthetics, manufacturability, peer comments and ranking/votes.
In late March, the four finalists attended a two-day design development workshop in New York City. Henry worked alongside Mannington’s carpet experts
to develop her pattern into an actual carpet product. Open online voting will
determine the Grand Prize Winner and will be announced in Chicago at the
nation’s largest commercial design show, NeoCon, this month. The finalist
with the most votes will be awarded a prize package including production of
their carpet collection and a trip to Italy to attend the Milan Furniture Fair.
Henry has been with One Eleven Design since 2006. As a NCIDQ certified
staff designer and project manager, she has offered her creative design solutions to several local and regional businesses. “Stacked Up”, Henry’s winning
submission, “was inspired by stacked stone and the structural yet organic layers it creates. I wanted a design that embodied that structure and free spirit
in a way that felt easy and modern.”
Since 2001, One Eleven Design has provided state of the art design, office
planning and furnishings for all business environments including the education
and healthcare sectors in northeast Indiana.

JUNE 2012
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TRex Enterprises, LLC Selects Developer for Former Winona Site
INDIANAPOLIS – TRex Enterprises, LLC, has selected The Whitsett
Group, LLC to redevelop and operate a portion of the site of the former
Winona Hospital and Nursing Home.
“TRex’s primary goal was to select the most qualified development team to
create a vibrant redevelopment initiative,” said Dr. Jeffrey H. Patchen, president and CEO, The Children’s Museum of Indianapolis. “The Whitsett Group
provided the most comprehensive plan that promises to enhance the development physically while offering sustainable options from a team of professionals
who have expertise in finance, development, construction, management and
architectural/engineering services."
“We have more than 25 years of experience in the development and finance
of affordable housing and a strong history of successfully completing urban
developments in Indianapolis while working with surrounding neighborhoods
to better ensure satisfaction with those who live there,” said Joe Whitsett,
founder, The Whitsett Group.
“The city of Indianapolis looks forward to a continued collaborative relationship as movement continues on this project,” said Indianapolis mayor
Greg Ballard. “We commend the developer’s commitment to achieving or
surpassing the City’s minority- and woman-owned business participation goals.
Redevelopment of this property will improve quality of life for those living in
and visiting the area and contribute to the revitalization of the neighborhood.”
"It is imperative that we hire a company that shares our vision and is com-

mitted to exceeding current MBE/WBE requirements. In fact, The Whitsett
Group has committed to a 20 percent MBE participation in the project," said
Anthony Bridgeman, director of Community Initiatives, The Children’s Museum of Indianapolis. "The Whitsett Group has demonstrated it is dedicated
to doing so through its work on a regular basis with various minority owned
businesses throughout Indianapolis. It will ensure that all city and NSP requirements are met or exceeded."
“I appreciate the Museum’s outreach to obtain feedback from the neighborhood itself to make sure this is a project about which we can all be proud,”
said Cordelia Lewis-Burks, neighborhood resident and community leader. “I
am also thrilled there is such a strong commitment from the developer, the
city and The Children’s Museum staff and board to make sure there is inclusion and promotion of diverse businesses and community members on this
development.”
The Whitsett Group has 5 developments within 5 miles of the site and maintains those properties at or above 95 percent occupancy. Those properties include Constitution Gardens Apartments, Stetson Senior Apartments, Mapleton
Properties, 1010 Central Apartments and the 707 North Apartments.
The former Winona Hospital and Nursing Home provided vital resources to
residents in the surrounding neighborhoods from their opening in 1965 until
their closure in 2004 as a result of the owners being forced into bankruptcy.

Energy Systems Network launches Battery Innovation Center in Southern Indiana
INDIANAPOLIS – Indiana-based Energy Systems Network (ESN) and
several partners have established the Battery Innovation Center (BIC),
a new non-profit initiative that will link battery manufacturers, government
agencies and research labs, academia and Fortune 500 companies together to
accelerate the battery market.
The BIC will leverage Indiana’s public and private sector assets in advanced
battery technologies, creating a center of excellence that will provide testing and validation services to industry, product development and technology
support for Department of Defense (DoD) and other government agencies,
and assist universities with research and development for prototyping. New
battery innovations will be brought to market as participating companies and
institutions collaborate to advance battery technologies from discovery to
production.
The BIC will involve a 40,000 sq.-ft. multi-million dollar facility at the WestGate at Crane Technology Park, in Greene County. The site is adjacent to
Naval Surface Warfare Center Crane (NSWC Crane), the Department of Defense center of excellence in battery development and power electronics. The
Greene County Council recently approved $15.6 million in economic development bonds to support the construction of the facility.
While this facility will serve as the physical “hub” for the BIC’s activities, it
will also leverage virtual connections to its many partners’ research facilities
and resources across the State and beyond. While waiting for the WestGate
facility to come on-line, BIC leadership will continue to raise funds, recruit
partners, and use this virtual network to conduct some early project selection.
BIC’s access to its partners' research assets – including NSWC Crane – will
greatly advance the work that will ultimately be undertaken by the new BIC
facility.
“With NSWC Crane as the Department of Defense’s largest collection of
resources dedicated to Electrochemical Power Sources, developing next generation energy storage solutions is critically important to our mission as energy and power requirements on the battlefield continue to grow at near
exponential rates,” said Kyle Werner, deputy department director for Applied
Science & Demand Management at NSWC Crane.
“NSWC Crane’s technical mission in Energy & Power Sources is continuing
to grow and requires innovative capabilities. In order to efficiently execute
our technical mission, it is imperative that we collaborate and partner with
other government, academia and industry partners. To this end, we are very
interested in collaborating with the Battery Innovation Center to maximize
the potential of providing battery innovation to our Warfighters in accordance
with our assigned technical mission.”
The leadership structure for the BIC is already being assembled. Charles
LaSota has been selected as the President of both nonprofit entities. With 35
years’ experience in the US Navy, LaSota most recently served as the 25th
Commanding Officer of NSWC Crane. He has a Bachelor’s degree in Electrical Engineering from the University of Kansas, Masters’ degrees in Electrical

Engineering/Computer Science and Nuclear Engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), as well as a MBA from Indiana Wesleyan
University.
“ESN is glad to have incubated the Battery Innovation Center into an initiative that can leverage Indiana’s assets in battery innovation and position the
state as the epicenter of advanced battery testing and development going forward,” said Paul Mitchell, president and CEO of Energy Systems Network and
chairman of the Battery Innovation Center board. “With his military service
background and leadership experience, I can’t think of anyone better suited to
lead this initiative than Charles.”
LaSota is optimistic about the BIC’s potential to advance the industry while
bringing new business opportunities to Indiana. “From my tenure at Crane, I
know first-hand the demand for these types of services – as a military installation, we often lacked the resources needed to manage the volume of requests
from industry for “technology transfer assistance” while executing our primary mission, providing our military with cutting edge military technology. The
BIC can serve public and private customers with a truly world-class array of
research, development and production assets.”
For the past 18 months, ESN has coordinated efforts with NSWC Crane,
RADIUS Indiana and the Indiana Economic Development Corporation
(IEDC) to develop a detailed business plan and assess potential demand and
support for the Center. Dozens of organizations also provided input into the
development process, many of which are prospective member institutions of
the BIC, such as Cummins, Delphi, the University of Notre Dame, Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) and Purdue University.
“Having such a massive, world-class center of innovation like Crane has always been an economic draw for our region,” added Ken Sendelweck, board
chairman of RADIUS Indiana, a multi-county economic development organization in southern Indiana. “The BIC will allow us to reach beyond our geography and truly maximize the assets we have at hand. We’re optimistic that this
partnership has the potential to make our region a ‘Silicon Valley’ for advanced
batteries, and be a magnet for new business opportunities.”
Keystone Group has been selected as the developer for the project. “The
high-tech nature of this facility makes it an intriguing project to be a part of,
and we are excited to have been selected,” said Keystone vice president of
business development Paul Okeson. Construction is expected to begin this
spring and the facility is expected to be completed by 2013.
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Dow Corning Showcases
New Insulation Technology
at Green Building Event
MIDLAND, Mich. – During the Living Future 2012
“unconference,” Dow Corning Corporation
highlighted its new insulation technology that has
the potential to significantly increase thermal resistance in space-limited situations.
Dow Corning Vacuum Insulation Panel is a slender-profile, high-efficiency insulation product offering five to 10 times better thermal resistance than
conventional insulation materials.
“This developmental product could allow the creation of slim wall constructions with high R-value
performance and enable new design possibilities
for zero-energy buildings,” said Charlie Zimmer,
Global Program Manager for Dow Corning High
Performance Building Solutions. “And because it can
contribute to green building rating systems such as
LEED, Dow Corning Vacuum Insulation Panel is an
ideal product for us to be promoting at Living Future 2012.”
According to the event website, “Living Future is
the forum for leading minds in the green building
movement seeking solutions to the most daunting global issues of our time. Out-of-the-ordinary
learning and networking formats provide innovative
design strategies, cutting-edge technical information and the inspiration needed to achieve significant progress toward a truly living future.”

Nello Wall Systems Receives
GREENGUARD Certification
ELKRIDGE, Md. – Nello Wall
Systems announced that it has
achieved certification for GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality and
GREENGUARD Children & Schools
for its movable wall partitions and
door systems, including fabric covered panel and glass panel systems.
This certification provides assurance that products designed for use
in office environments and other
indoor spaces meet strict chemical emissions limits, contributing to
healthier interiors.
The GREENGUARD Indoor Air Quality Certification Program utilizes performance-based, field-validated standards to define products and materials with low chemical and particle emissions for indoor
use. Products undergo both annual re-certification and quarterly quality monitoring tests to maintain
this exclusive credential. Architects, builders, designers and specifiers identify products and materials
that meet stringent standards for chemical emissions by looking for a GREENGUARD Certification
logo. The certification is broadly recognized and accepted by sustainable building programs and building codes worldwide.
“Nello Wall Systems has a long history of producing sustainable, environmentally-friendly products,”
stated Nello’s President, Ron Anderson. “Receiving GREENGUARD certification is a testament to that
effort. We are very proud of this accomplishment.”

Telling Your Story with Glass: GGI launches The Kaleidoscope Collection
using Alice Direct-to-glass printing
SECAUCUS, N.J. – General Glass International (GGI) has launched a new
palette of design templates inspired by the natural world with The Kaleidoscope Collection. Using Alice direct-to-glass printing technology, GGI prints
an assortment of design motifs resembling fractal geometry onto interior and
exterior surfaces, offering new ways to think about the possibilities of printing
on glass.
This assortment of seven patterns allows for infinite versatility in glass design; Whisper, Shard, Lucent, Orbit, Stria, Tangent and Coppice come in white as
well as custom colors and are scalable, allowing each pattern to reveal its own
look and feel. Designed for cross-market appeal, The Kaleidoscope Collection
features an array of colorways to inspire and expand your design.
Inspired by Lewis Carroll’s 1865 novel Alice in Wonderland, Alice can print
any image—including illustrations, patterns, photos, murals, or text—in thousands of colors and an infinite number of opacities on virtually any type of
glass. Applications include exterior wall cladding, entranceways, interior partitions, signage and furniture.

“Designers and architects benefit from the versatility of The Kaleidoscope
Collection,” says Stephen Balik, principal, GGI business development. “Any
of the standard seven patterns can be implemented into a space, but designers also have the option to play with the configuration of each glass product.”
Because scale, color and opacity, and translucency are all customizable design
elements, two Kaleidoscope Collection works rarely look alike.
Clients have the option of using their own artwork if they opt not to go with
patterns inside The Kaleidoscope Collection. In this case, a client submits a design to a GGI’s digital-color lab technician, who will match colors, scale the image and determine panel layout. Then, Alice prints at 360dpi resolution – that’s
higher than most fashion magazines – while fusing the image into the glass to
prevent fading. Designs of all sizes can be accommodated using single surfaces
or multiple panels and projects can be completed in as little as a few days.
Architects and designers can work directly with design support team on colors, patterns, opacities and graphics and receive up to five free samples.
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ELI Holds 2012 Think Green Expo
INDIANAPOLIS - The Electric League of Indiana (ELI) hosted the 2012
Think Green Expo in April at Marriott East. The event was a unique, first-ofits-kind electrical exposition that promoted green practices and energy conservation. In addition to a wide variety of exhibitors, there were classes that
provided opportunities for continuing education, including electric vehicles
and charging stations; building and managing a smart grid; electrical safety;
lighting controls and an overview of the Energizing Indiana program. The event
promoted green practices and energy conservation.
"Today’s challenges make it more crucial than ever to bring our industry

together under one umbrella organization that will help bring awareness to
issues and initiatives that are important for our future success," said Louise
Ray, strategic account executive for Indianapolis Power and
Light Company, and incoming ELI President. "ELI is striving to
be a voice for our industry, a resource for education and outreach, and a catalyst for change. Indianapolis Power and Light
Company was pleased to offer our support for an event, which
so closely aligns with the values of our organization.”

Ryan Fire Protection Lunch-N-Learn Topic for ASPE Monthly Meeting
INDIANAPOLIS – The American Society of Plumbing Engineers (ASPE)
attended an informative presentation and tour at the office of Ryan Fire Protection. Mark Riffey, SET, business development manager at Ryan, spoke
about corrosion prevention in fire protection piping during lunch. The group

was provided with a tour of the state of the art sprinkler lab and learned how
wet, dry and pre-action systems operate. The session ended with a demonstration of how quickly a real fire gets put out with the use of the sprinkler system.
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Local Contractors Excel in Jobsite Safety
FORT WAYNE, Ind. – Building Contractors Association of northeast Indiana (BCA) announced winners of its 2012 Safety Excellence Awards. Presented
at the BCA Spring Membership Dinner & Awards Banquet in April at Ceruti’s
Summit Park in Fort Wayne, these awards honor northeast Indiana commercial
contractors and individuals who demonstrated outstanding performance in
promoting worker safety on construction jobsites in 2011. The highest award,
Zero Injury, rewards companies whose employees had no recordable accidents.

The next award, Top in Categor y, rewards companies with the best performance record in their class. The third award is Zero Lost Time, and it is given
to companies whose employees had no injuries or illnesses serious enough
to cause them to miss work. The 25 percent Better Than National Recordables
Average is an honorable mention award given to companies not qualifying for
main awards, but whose workforce experienced 25 percent less injuries and
illnesses than the average experienced by contractors nationally.

Zero Injury Award Winners
CME Corporation
DeMuyt Masonry, Inc.
Schmidt Electric

Top in Category Award Winners

Hagerman Construction Corp. - General Contractor
Fox Contractors Corp. - Heavy Construction Over 100k Labor Hours
R.L. McCoy, Inc. - Heavy Construction, Under 100K Labor Hours
VFP Fire Systems - Specialty Trade Contractor

Zero Lost Time Award Winners
BZW Master Painters
E & V Construction
Jack Laurie Floors LLC
Michael Kinder & Sons
Pranger Enterprises
SPS Corporation
T-E Incorporated

Sher yl Wiser of Fox Contractors is the
Chairman of the BC A Safety Committee.

25 Percent Better Than National
Recordable Average Award Winners
Shambaugh & Son
Weigand Construction Co., Inc.

Supervisor Safety Award Winners
Kevin Burry - Brooks Construction Co., Inc.
Chris Cronkhite – E & V Construction
JR Hunter – Weigand Construction Co., Inc.

Thomas Black, R.L. McCoy, Inc .

Jake Par tsch (from left), Sher yl Wiser and Mark Spears, Fox Contractors Corp.

Dan Turzillo (left) and Greg Musi, Weigand Construction Co., Inc .
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Higher Educational Panel Discussion Highlight of SMPS Meeting
INDIANAPOLIS – It was a packed house at the Independent Colleges of Indiana where the Society for Marketing Professional Services (SMPS) held
an informative panel discussion including higher education leaders from independent universities moderated by Richard Ludwick of Independent Colleges
of Indiana. The panel consisted of Brad Kelsheimer, vice president for financial affairs, Depauw University; Larry Griffith, treasurer/chief financial officer,
Wabash College; Judy Royer, vice president of finance and administration; Joe
Royer, director of facilities and PPD, Anderson University.

The panel discussed the current trends related to design and construction
including facility trends, financing and growing expectations of students and
faculty. They also provided insight on how they select professional consultants,
and gave an overview of their Master Plans and upcoming projects.

Brad Kelsheimer (from left), Judy and Joe Royer, Larr y Griffith

In session with a packed room.

Gathering before the meeting.
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BCA Spring Membership Dinner and Awards Banquet
FORT WAYNE, Ind. – Building Contractors Association of Northeast Indiana (BCA) recently announced
winners of the 2012 BC A Excellence in Construction Awards sponsored by Rothberg Logan & Warsco. The awards
recognize the most outstanding construction projects within a 75-mile radius of Fort Wayne, completed during
2011. The winning projects were chosen by an independent judging panel based on project uniqueness, significance/impact to the community where constructed, BCA-member involvement and the project’s safety record.

2012 BCA Excellence in Construction Award Winners Include:
New Construction –
Over $4 million
The Strauss-Peabody
Aquatic & Fitness Center
Submitted by
Michael Kinder & Sons, Inc.

New Construction –
Under $4 million
Taylor’s Dream at Kreager Park
Submitted by Fetters Construction Inc.

Renovation –
Over $2 million
Maple Leaf Farms Headquarters
Submitted by Design Collaborative
and Weigand Construction

Renovation –
Under $2 million
Fort Wayne Children’s Zoo
New Entrance
Submitted by MSKTD & Associates, Inc.
and The Hagerman Group
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Pence Speaks at ABC Central and Southern Councils Meeting
INDIANAPOLIS – In April the Associated Builders and Contractors (ABC) held a central and southern council meeting. Mike
Pence was there to give a special political briefing focusing on: Right to work and its impact on Indiana’s future, education and
the workforce, job creation and tax relief. Pence was first elected to Congress in 2000 and was recently elected to a sixth term in
November of 2010. Pence is a lifelong Hoosier and is currently running for governor.

www.BXIndiana.com

Better Leads… Better Service...

• News

• Plans

• Specs

Available
> Online
> In The Planroom
> At Your Office
Since 1935
BXIndiana members enjoy access to:
• Pre-bid, active-bid, apparent low bidder and
contract award reporting
• Online plans, specifications and addenda
• Search filters and project tracking
• Email reports of new projects daily
• Weekly project summary reports
• Complete library of private and public projects
covering all of Indiana.
AIA Indiana Bookstore on site - contract documents,
code books, etc. available for sale

Visit BXIndiana.com To See ALL Projects Available!
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NAWIC Meeting Features Look at IUPUI Master Plan
INDIANAPOLIS – The National Association of Women in Construction (NAWIC) held a short educational seminar during a recent monthly
meeting. Indiana University vice president of facilities and capital projects Tom
Morrison and Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis (IUPUI) vice

president of finance and administration Dawn Rhodes both provided a look
at the IUPUI Master Plan. The campus recently celebrated its 40th anniversary
and for the first time a plan has been put in place for a major campus overhaul.
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Verdict Reached for CSI Indianapolis Mock Trial
INDIANAPOLIS – Following-up on a story we brought you last month, the
Indianapolis Chapter, Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) put on
a mock trial during a recent monthly meeting to illustrate which party bears
responsibility when something goes wrong during a project. The scenario used
for this event involved a project owner and its architect who specify a certain type of brick by manufacturer trade name. The simulated contractor constructs the project using the specified brick. The brick subsequently is found

defective and the mock trial plays out arguments on both sides to see who
bears responsibility. The cast included members of CSI and Drewry Simmons Vornehm, LLP.
In the meeting following the mock trial, the final verdict was announced. The
judge sided with the general contractor. The lesson learned being dangers of
expressed warranty by specifying particular products as opposed to specifying
properties and letting the contractor select the product.

Industry News

Submit new hires, projects awarded, promotions, etc.

Job Related News

Are your crews actively working? Send us your jobsite photos and brief write-up of your active job
sites and show the industry what you have going on.

Association News

Upcoming events, recent events, awards, etc.

Under Construction

Provide rendering of your project along with the following: project name, names of the owner,
architect, construction manager, location, cost, size and completion date.

Submissions

When submitting information for publication please include text in a Word document, less room
for error on our end.

Pictures

Pictures are always nice, 300 DPI in a tiff or jpg format for best print quality please.

Send your information to: be@acppubs.com

Please feel free to share within your firm, your association
and your associations members.
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NAWIC Construction Industry Appreciation Night
INDIANAPOLIS – The National Association for Women in Construction (NAWIC), Indiana Chapter and their guests gathered together to celebrate
the past year's accomplishments. Andrew Arnold, director, event operations for Super Bowl XLVI and Shawn Hitchcock, director of special projects, gave
the evening’s presentation. Arnold and Hitchcock elaborated on the amount of extensive planning, research and hard work that made the Super Bowl a legendary event for Indiana- even exceeding expectations of the NFL.

Employer of the Year Award – Greenwalt CPA, Inc .

Teresa Lyons (left) and Greg Turner, RL Turner ; Rebecca Ogle, Somerset CPA

Kim Wilson, A&M Door (left) and Bobbi Van Howe,
F.A. Wilhelm
New Leader Award – Jennifer Arvin,
Meyer Najem Construction, LLC

Foremost Award – Erika Miller,
BSA LifeStructures
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BUILDING PERMIT & VARIANCE SERVICES

Super Bowl XLVI Event Operations Director Andrew Arnold and Special
Projects Director Shawn Hitchcock provided a behind-the-scenes look at the
effor t involved with such an event.

Parking lots
Structural
Roofing
ILP
Garages

CONTACT US TODAY!

Signs
ROWs
Excavating
Dumpsters
Rezoning/Land Use

Additions/Remodels
Sewer & Septic
Wreckage
Code Determination
Petition Assistance

A-1 Expeditors, Inc.
317-695-3514 - nancy@a1expeditors.com

Reliant so you’re always compliant!

